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Foreword
We are looking for your input to help us plan for Ireland’s national gas network, which is
considered one of the safest and most modern renewables-ready gas networks in the world.
Your input will help us in how we develop the gas network to ensure we bring biomethane to
almost 720,000 homes and businesses across the country in the most efficient and effective
manner.
Gas Networks Ireland first introduced domestically produced biomethane onto Ireland’s gas
network more than two years ago and although the quantity is currently small, it is beginning to
seamlessly replace natural gas and is fully compatible with existing appliances, technology and
vehicles.
There is significant scope for biomethane production in Ireland. With the European Commission
identifying Ireland as having the highest potential per capita to produce biomethane, it will
also play a major role in Ireland and the EU’s commitment to becoming an energy-efficient,
low carbon economy.  An indigenous biomethane industry would not only support the
decarbonisation of the agricultural sector, but it would also provide significant opportunities for
rural communities and facilitate sustainable circular economies.
I would like to invite biomethane producers to:
•

Respond to this Request for Information (RFI) to help us to plan for a gas network fit to
deliver on Ireland’s biomethane ambition

•

Attend an in-person RFI information session in Dublin on November 29th

By working to replace natural gas with renewable gases, such as biomethane, and
complementing intermittent renewable electricity, Gas Networks Ireland is supporting
Ireland’s journey to a cleaner energy future, and now we would like your input to accelerate
how we do this.

Padraig Fleming
Biomethane Programme Manager
Gas Networks Ireland

BiomethaneRFI@gasnetworks.ie
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Background
Structurally identical to natural gas, biomethane is a carbon neutral renewable gas that can be made from farm and
food waste through a process known as anaerobic digestion.
Biomethane is fully compatible with the national gas network and existing appliances, technologies and vehicles.
It can seamlessly replace natural gas to reduce emissions in heating, industry, transport and power generation, while
also supporting the decarbonisation of the agri-food sector.
Cleaner environment
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the gas network

The biomethane story

Food production

Farm & food waste
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Replacing natural gas with renewable gases such as biomethane, represents an essential bridging step in the
decarbonisation of gas networks.
Biomethane will play an important role in meeting the 2030 emissions reduction target, achieving net zero emissions
by 2050 and sustainably deliver a net zero carbon gas network.
Indigenously produced biomethane enhances Ireland’s energy security by reducing the dependency on fossil fuels.
In view of the Government’s stated target of up to 5.7TWh of biomethane production in Ireland by 2030*, there is a
need to scale up and prepare for this renewable energy source.    
To prepare for increased biomethane connections and injection, Gas Networks Ireland is developing a coordinated
gas network plan, which will outline the development of the gas network to bring biomethane to almost 720,000
homes and businesses across the country in the most efficient and effective manner.  
* https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/76864-sectoral-emissions-ceilings/
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Purpose of RFI
The purpose of this RFI on biomethane production is twofold:
•

The identification of new and feasible biomethane production projects to supply biomethane to the Irish gas
network. This information will be used to assess the future infrastructure requirements for biomethane
integration into the gas network by comparing the current gas network infrastructure to the mapping of
biomethane production potential from the RFI.  A network study will also be undertaken and published by
Gas Networks Ireland on the basis of the responses received to this RFI.

•

Gas network operators are key stakeholders in relation to the development of a biomethane industry and,
most notably, planning of biomethane integration into the gas network.  In view of this and given the need to
rapidly scale up biomethane production in Ireland by 2030 up to the 5.7 TWh production target, the findings
from this RFI will provide Gas Networks Ireland with detailed information to build on on-going dialogue
with Irish policymakers to plan a gas network fit for future needs.

Invitation to submit a response
Gas Networks Ireland invites submissions in response to the biomethane RFI, with detailed information requested.  
It is noteworthy that this RFI is open to both private and public sector respondents (each, a “respondent”),
and Gas Networks Ireland encourages a broad range of responses encompassing different sources of feedstock
supply from within the Republic of Ireland.  Responses from biomethane producers outside of the Republic of
Ireland, yet within Northern Ireland, will also be considered. These sources of biomethane will, however, be subject
to additional requirements. They will need to demonstrate that the project is in close proximity to the Irish gas network
or capable of being transported by road into the Republic of Ireland for injection into the Irish gas
network system.

RFI information/Q&A session
Gas Networks Ireland will hold an information session at the Clayton Hotel Ballsbridge, Dublin on
November 29th, 2022 to give potential respondents the opportunity to learn more about the biomethane RFI process,
followed by a question and answer period.  Any responses to questions are non-binding.  
Questions received in advance will be answered during the questions and answers session. Attending this
information session is not mandatory for participation in the RFI but may assist respondents in compiling a response.  
This information session will be recorded and will be available to view online after the event.
If you wish to attend this session or submit a question, please email BiomethaneRFI@gasnetworks.ie
or visit www.gasnetworks.ie/biomethane-RFI-event.
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RFI process timeline
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Note: Dates may be extended or modified at the discretion of Gas Networks Ireland.

RFI response deadline
Responses in relation to this RFI must be received by 17:00 on 19th December 2022.
Responses may be:
•

Completed online at www.gasnetworks.ie/biomethane-RFI

•

Emailed to BiomethaneRFI@gasnetworks.ie; or

•

Posted in hard copy format to the address below:
Gas Networks Ireland,
Gasworks Road,
Cork,
T12 RX96.

Please mark all email and postal correspondence with the title ‘Biomethane RFI’. Gas Networks Ireland will also
accept and review any additional documentation submitted in relation to your response.  To the extent possible,
respondents should answer every question in sufficient detail to enable Gas Networks Ireland to review and assess
the information.

Costs
Respondents are solely responsible and without recourse to Gas Networks Ireland for their own expenses in
preparing and submitting a response.  Gas Networks Ireland and its affiliated companies, and their respective
officers, employees, consultants and agents, shall not under any circumstances, including pursuant to contract,
tort, statutory duty, law, equity or otherwise, or any actual or implied duty of fairness, be responsible or liable for
any costs, expenses, loss of opportunities, claims, losses, damages or any other liabilities to anyone, including to any
Respondent arising out of or related in any way to this RFI, including the preparation and submission of a response,
attendance at any information meetings; or the amendment, cancellation, suspension or termination of this RFI.  
By submitting a response, respondents shall be deemed to have accepted and agreed to the foregoing.
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Ownership
Gas Networks Ireland is entitled to retain, use, copy and disclose the RFI responses for any purpose relating to the
purposes of this RFI (as set out in clause 1.2 above) or required under law or statutory obligation imposed on Gas
Networks Ireland.

Disclaimer
This RFI does not constitute a formal solicitation for proposals and response to this notice will be treated solely as
information.  No enforceable commitment of any kind, contractual or otherwise, will arise from this RFI.  Respondents
are advised that Gas Networks Ireland is under no obligation to acknowledge receipt of the information received or
provide feedback to respondents with respect to any information submitted under this RFI.  Responses to this RFI
do not bind Gas Networks Ireland to any further actions related to this topic.  Responding to this RFI will not provide
any advantage or disadvantage to potential applicants if Gas Networks Ireland chooses to run a tender competition
regarding this subject matter in the future.

Confidentiality
Please note, that submissions received will be treated in the strictest confidence by Gas Networks Ireland and will only
be used for the purposes set out in this RFI.  The results may be aggregated and anonymised for reporting purposes.  
Respondents should be aware that, under the Freedom of Information Act 2014 and the European Communities
(Access to Information on the Environment) Regulations 2007 to 2018, information provided by them may be liable to
be disclosed.
Respondents are asked to consider if any of the information supplied by them in their submission should not be
disclosed because of its confidentiality or commercial sensitivity. If respondents consider that certain information is
not to be disclosed because of its confidentiality or commercial sensitivity, respondents must, when providing such
information, clearly identify such information and specify the reasons for its confidentiality or commercial sensitivity.  
If respondents do not identify information as confidential or commercially sensitive, it is liable to be released in
response to a request under the above legislation without further notice to or consultation with the Respondent.
Gas Networks Ireland will, where possible, consult with respondents about confidential or commercially sensitive
information so identified before deciding on a request pursuant to the FOI Acts however the provisions of any such
legislation will supersede the stated position of the parties.
Gas Networks Ireland accepts no responsibility for any loss or damage arising as a result of its processing of freedom
of information/access to information on the environment requests.  For any queries in relation to these matters,
please contact FOI@gasnetworks.ie.
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Data protection
For further information on how Gas Networks Ireland process and stores data,
please refer to our privacy policy at https://www.gasnetworks.ie/home/legal/privacy-policy.
If you have any further queries, please email dataprotection@gasnetworks.ie.

Future interest
If you are interested in becoming a biomethane producer for injection into the Irish gas network but are not yet in
a position to submit a response, please send an email to BiomethaneRFI@gasnetworks.ie to be kept informed of
future biomethane developments and opportunities.

Questions
If you have any questions or comments about this RFI or Gas Networks Ireland’s biomethane programme,
please contact BiomethaneRFI@gasnetworks.ie.
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The main contact details for
Gas Networks Ireland are:

General Enquiries

1800 464 464
24hr Emergency Service		

1800 20 50 50
info@gasnetworks.ie
@GasNetIRL
gasnetworks.ie

